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Annual monitoring of floating kelp canopy area 
along strait and outer coast  (1989-present)
Pfister, Berry and Mumford, 2017. Journal of Ecology.
Cape Flattery
Dynamics in kelp canopy area 
along strait and outer coast  (1989-present)
Pfister, Berry and Mumford, 2017. Journal of Ecology.
• Stable, yet high variability
• Abundance of two species 
positively correlated (p < 0.001)
• Best predictor of abundance 
was previous year’s abundance
• Extreme lows in kelp 
abundance during extreme 
high temperatures (1997 and 
2014)
Cross-correlation from ARIMA models -
kelp canopy area and environmental variables
Pfister, Berry and Mumford, 2017. Journal of Ecology.





North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (NPGO)   .651 .760 .624 .371
Oceanic Nino Index (ONI)   -.305 -.329 -.062 -.058
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)   -.376 -.467 -.263 -.209
Sea surface temp at Race Rocks   -.014 -.205 -.079 -.124
Upwelling Index   -.008 -.009 .162 .251
Bold values are significant at p < .05
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* SST increased by 0.72oC during 1921-2015 (p < .001)
*
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Floating kelp area along the strait over a century




Annual Aerial Kelp Canopy Surveys
Kelp canopy generally stable in strait
- except perhaps at eastern boundary (ca. 1911 – present)
Pfister, Berry and Mumford, 2017. Journal of Ecology.
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Changes in bull kelp distribution in South Sound?
1855-2017 




After 1980, proportion of observations with bull 
kelp lower in West and Central
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Kelp Forest Dynamics
• Climate drives kelp abundance
• NPGO leading indicator along outer coast and strait
• Trends over last century are spatially distinct
• Concerns about losses in the inner reaches

